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Abstract: The misalignment of strong interactions with spontaneously broken electroweak interactions can
produce mixing-angle-dependent mass hierarchies for asymptotic states. A framework of computation of the
two types of parameters is presented.
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1 Electroweak symmetry breaking: a trigger for mass hierarchies
The origin of mass hierarchies still appears as an unsolved problem of today’s particle physics, and equally
puzzling is the one of mixing angles [1].
I uncover, in a precise framework, a connection between the two, and show that they can be determined as
solutions of a system of equations minimizing, in a sense to be specified, the scalar potential of a spontaneously
broken electroweak gauge theory misaligned with flavour independent strong interactions 1 . It relies on the
reasonable hypothesis that strong interactions, supposed to be flavour independent, are the ones which tend
to determine asymptotic states for mesons, the latter being usually fitted into representations of flavour U(N)
(N=2 is the number of generations) . It restricts to particles undergoing two types of “competing” interactions
and thus excludes leptons unless they undergo a still undetected hyper-weak interaction.
The first remark is that electroweak symmetry breaking introduces a drastic mass hierarchy between the three
associated goldstone bosons and other massive states.
Secondly, one wishes to use the flavour misalignment of electroweak interactions to trigger a violation of
flavour symmetry for asymptotic mesons. For that purpose, one uses the property that the associated three
goldstones, together with their Higgs partner, can be considered to transform like (linear combinations of)
composite quark-antiquark pseudoscalars and scalar, and thus be incorporated into the same framework as the
J = 0 mesons [2] . Since, unlike mesons, they are electroweak eigenstates, the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
[1] rotation is expected to play a crucial role. In practice, the misalignment of the two considered interactions
is translated into the one of two subgroups, the electroweak group SU(2)L U(1) of electroweak interactions
and the diagonal flavour group U(N) of the larger chiral group U(N)R  U(N)L 2 .
In this framework:
- the three goldstones appear as linear combinations of flavour eigenstates;
- like other mesons, they are expected to undergo strong interactions in addition to electroweak interactions;
- the spontaneous breakdown of electroweak symmetry naturally introduces a breaking of the flavour symmetry.
The questions that we then wish to answer are:
- what is the effect on asymptotic states (flavour eigenstates) of the competition between strong interactions
and spontaneously broken electroweak interactions?
- are there values of the mixing angles and is there an orientation of the Higgs boson in flavour space such
that, after electroweak symmetry breaking, asymptotic states are still flavour eigenstates determined by strong
interactions? Can all non-diagonal mass terms be made to vanish? If not, can the non-vanishing non-flavour-
diagonal mass terms be made “minimal” with respect to the variations of the mixing angles?
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1Strong interactions are meant here as a more general concept than Quantum Chromodynamics.
2The first embedding is only possible when N , the number of quark species, is even. This means in particular that the restriction, as in
chiral perturbation theory [3], to three species of quarks, is impossible in this framework. The relevant chiral group is rather instead chiral
SU(2)L  SU(2)R, broken down to the custodial diagonal SU(2) [2].
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- can, then, the flavour misaligned electroweak breaking introduce mass hierarchies between mesons, and how
can they depend on mixing angles?
We show that strong interactions become in some sense “frustrated” because at least one of the asymptotic
mesons must stay aligned with electroweak interactions; mixing angles (in particular the Cabibbo angle) and
the orientation of the Higgs boson can be fixed by the “minimality” requirement, and mixing-angle-dependent
mass hierarchies can indeed be induced.
The study is performed in the simple case of two generations (N = 4), and for charged pseudoscalar mesons
only (avoiding all subtleties linked with neutral binary systems of the kaon type, and with CP violation). It
does not claim to produce all possible solutions of the system of equations which drives the problem under
concern; highly non-linear, they can only be handled through computer, and most solutions (probably the most
interesting ones) are certainly not obtainable analytically. But that one analytic solution can be exhibited which
fixes some mixing angles to non-vanishing values and yields a mass ratio between mesons different from one
validates the proposed mechanism.
2 An explicit example [2]
The four quark species u; c; d; s, which we only consider as mathematical entities, are cast into a 4-vector Ψ in
the fundamental representation of the diagonal flavour subgroup U(4) of the chiral group U(4)LU(4)R; pre-
serving, too, the electroweak properties of quarks is ensured by choosing in an appropriate way the embedding
of the SU(2)L  U(1) electroweak group into the chiral group: taking its three generators, written as 4  4

















ensures that quarks are acted upon by electroweak interactions as in the standard Glashow-Salam-Weinberg
model [4].
The 32 (16 scalars and 16 pseudoscalars) electroweak eigenstates transforming like (linear combinations of)
quark-antiquark composite operators are cast into 8 quadruplets which are stable under the electroweak group;
each of them is the sum of two SU(2)L doublets and also the sum of one triplet and one singlet of the diagonal
SU(2) subgroup of the chiral SU(2)L  SU(2)R. They split into two sets of four, each quadruplet in the
first set including one neutral scalar and three pseudoscalars (S0; ~P) and each within the second including one
neutral pseudoscalar and three scalars (P0; ~S).
All of them read generically

















































Each electroweak state is thus represented as a 4  4 matrix M reflecting its quark content: the corresponding
scalar (pseudoscalar) field is obtained by sandwiching M between Ψ and Ψ and introducing the appropriate
γ5 matrix when required by parity; a normalization factor, with mass dimension [mass]−2 is then introduced,
the value of which enables in particular to match, in the broken theory, the leptonic decay amplitudes of the
observed (flavour eigenstates) pseudoscalar mesons [5]. For the present purpose, it is enough to attach to a given
qi(γ5)qj operator the associated meson in the constituent quark picture, for example + to the pseudoscalar
u(γ5)d operator.
The action of the groups of symmetry on (2) follows from their action on quarks: for SU(2)L it is












and the action of weak hypercharge U(1) is deduced from the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation, where the electric
charge operator is the standard diagonal one with entries (2=3) and (−1=3).
The Higgs boson is supposed to be purely scalar, and unique; the four (S0; ~P) quadruplets are isomorphic to
the real quadruplet (complex doublet) (H; ~G) of the standard model containing the Higgs boson H and the
three goldstones (G+;G0;G−). (S0; ~P)(D4) has CP opposite to the three others; so, excluding a spontaneous
violation of CP , the orientation of a CP -even Higgs boson is determined by a (real) 3-dimensional rotation
matrix R acting in the space spanned by 1 = (D1); 2 = (D2); 3 = (D3). It depends on three angles
1; 2; 3.0B@ (H; ~G)~2
~3
1CA = R(1; 2; 3)
0B@ 12
3
1CA ; ~4 = 4; withR =
0B@ c1 −s1c3 −s1s3s1c2 c1c2c3 − s2s3 c1c2s3 + s2c3
s1s2 c1s2c3 + c2s3 c1s2s3 − c2c3
1CA ;
(5)
where s1 stands for sin 1, c2 for cos 2 : : :
To each quadruplet (M0; ~M) is associated an SU(2)L  U(1) quadratic invariant 3
I = (M0; ~M)⊗ (M0; ~M) = M 0 ⊗M 0 + ~M⊗ ~M (6)
which is used to build the Lagrangian: the kinetic and mass terms are quadratic, and a quartic term is introduced
for the (H; ~G) multiplet to trigger electroweak symmetry breaking.
The choice (3) has the property that the algebraic sum of invariants specified below, extended over all repre-









(S0; ~P)(D)⊗ (S0; ~P)(D)− (P0; ~S)(D)⊗ (P0; ~S)(D)
1A (7)
is diagonal both in the electroweak basis and in the basis of flavour eigenstates. With the coefficient (1=2)
chosen in (7) in the electroweak basis, the normalization in the basis of flavour eigenstates is (+1), with all
signs positive. The property stays true after the rotation (5).
Once the choice (3, 7) is made to write the kinetic terms, equal mass terms for electroweak eigenstates coincide
with equal mass terms for the flavour eigenstates; but arbitrary diagonal electroweak mass terms do not in
general correspond to diagonal mass terms for the flavour eigenstates; this is in particular the case when the
electroweak symmetry is spontaneously broken and three electroweak massless states ~G appear (to be eaten by
the massive gauge fields).
We are looking for values of mixing angles for which, after breaking, the mass terms are “as diagonal as
possible” for the asymptotic charged pseudoscalar mesons. We recall that the latter only occur in ~1...4, which
simplifies the problem.
Let the electroweak mass terms for the charged pseudoscalar be written (the goldstones do not contribute)
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2 ~2 ⊗ ~2 + z2 ~3 ⊗ ~3 − ~4 ⊗ ~4): (8)
The condition for all of them to be diagonal is that all non-diagonal mass terms vanish. This yields six equa-
tions, which correspond to the six possible types of non-diagonal mass terms (+K−, +D−, +D−s , K+D−,
K+D−s , D
+D−s ), and there are six unknown parameters to determine, y; z; c; 1; 2; 3; the equation for
~MpiK = MpiK= ~M24 writes
~MpiK = y2Aud2 Aus2 + z2Aud3 Aus3 + Aud4 Aus4 = 0; (9)
and the five other equations, respectively for ~MpiD, ~MpiDs , ~MKD, ~MKD, ~MDDs are obtained by replacing the
superscripts (ud)(us) in (9) by (ud)(cd), (ud)(cs), (us)(cd), (us)(cs) and (cd)(cs). The notation in (9) is
the following: the only non-vanishing sub-block of the 4  4 matrix M+ belonging to ~2 is at the upper right
position and is named A2; using (2,3,5)
A2 = s1c2D1K + (c1c2c3 − s2s3)D2K + (c1c2s3 + s2c3)D3K; (10)
3The “⊗” product in (6) is a tensor product and means the product of fields as functions of space-time; ~M ⊗ ~M stands for∑
i=1,2,3M i ⊗M i. The action of the group is supposed to be distributive with respect to this product.
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its entries are called Aud2 ;Aus2 ;Acd2 ;Acs2 ; : : :
As expected, no non trivial solution was found to the system formed by (9) and the five other similar equations.
This can be understood as follows: would all asymptotic states be flavour eigenstates, at least one of them
should correspond to the massless charged excitation; the charged goldstone is thus a flavour eigenstate, which
means that the electroweak and strong interactions are aligned: it is a trivial solution.
We then relax the conditions to be satisfied and accept one non-vanishing non-diagonal mass term between
flavour eigenstates if all its first derivatives w.r.t. the four mixing angles vanish and all second derivatives are
positive; we thus require that it be minimum with respect to the variations of the mixing angles.
One solution writes 4 (c is the Cabibbo angle):
c = −=4; 3 = 0; y = z = 1=(
p
2s1);
~MpiK = (1− c1=s1)=2; ~MpiD = 0; ~MpiDs = (1− c21=s21)=2;
~MKD = −(1− c21=s21)=2; ~MKDs = 0; ~MDDs = −(1 + c1=s1)=2: (11)














































= 1 + c1=2s1; (13)
according to which all second derivatives are positive; (12) and (13) show that ~MDDs is then minimum with







. It is noticeable that while 2 is left free 5 , the Cabibbo angle is fixed; so is finally
1 by the condition of minimality for the non-vanishing cross mass term.




















1 + s21 + s1c1




While the alignment of two asymptotic states  and K with flavour has been realized, the two others, the third
one, (D −Ds) and the orthogonal goldstone (D + Ds) stay disoriented with respect to strong interactions 6 .
From the determined values of the mixing angles it is then straightforward to determine the orientation of the
Higgs boson in flavour space. The non-vanishing upper right sub-block of the G+ matrix determining the
charged goldstone writes, for c1 = s1 and 3 = 0















4It was selected among many possibilities for its simplicity. The physical relevance of solutions is beyond the scope of this study.
5θ2 is fixed to 0 if one also includes conditions on the derivatives with respect to x and y.
6In this case the charged pi, K and (D −Ds) do not decay leptonically [2]; only the pure “strong” states D and Ds do, if they can be
produced, because they have a non-vanishing projection on the goldstone boson.
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which shows that the Higgs boson has been triggered to be non-diagonal.
A remark concerning the neutral sector: neutral pseudoscalar mesons appear both in the triplet of (S0; ~P)
and as singlets of the (P0; ~S) quadruplets; one is led to also consider mixing between the above two types
of multiplets, largely increasing the number of cross mass terms and the complexity of the problem. The
question is worth investigating in this sector whether the same requirements as in the charged sector could lead
to asymptotic states which are aligned with electroweak interactions, as for neutral kaons. This is currently
under investigation.
3 Conclusion
We have proven that mixing angles and mass hierarchies can be correlated for particles undergoing two mis-
aligned types of interactions, one of them being spontaneously broken. The results suggest that:
- some asymptotic mesons have to align with electroweak interactions instead of strong interactions;
- the requirement that non-diagonal mass terms for mesons are minimum with respect to the variations of the
mixing angles fixes at least some of these angles and the orientation of the Higgs boson in flavour space, and
can produce a mixing-angle-dependent mass hierarchy between asymptotic states.
This study should be extended to the realistic case of three generations; the difficulty of solving the correspond-
ing system of equations ought not however to be underestimated. If the same mechanism operates, one expects
a richer hierarchy of masses and a larger set of mixing angles hopefully suited to match experimental results,
and that, again, at least one of the asymptotic mesons does not fit within the usual flavour classification and
behaves like an electroweak eigenstate (there can however be only little difference between the two, depending
on the values of the mixing angles). Unexpected features, for example in the leptonic decay amplitudes, could
be interpreted along the lines above.
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